




























In my Elements,. I classified the general methods of political science

into descriptive, comp ., analytic and historical (genetic) . This

classification was arrived at after much study but remained nebulous

in its meaning . What is a method - the operations one undertakes,

the procedures, or the forms of thought? I was fairly well aware

that my classification tended to be of forms of thought . In f act,

its weakness seemed to me to be that it could not be related easily

to the multitude of operational procedures - e . g ., what is IBM

technique under my class ., what is the interview . Yet when I

analysed polls, I found it rather easy to perceive these several

methods at work, even if unconscious to pollsters . Now it seems to

me that a class . of general methods is more certainly a class . of

forms of creative thought following the habitual, inured human

mind's workings ; that we do not invent new forms of thought in

science ; and that the problems of knowing (practical and pure) are

reducible perhaps to several dimensions that we must know of know-

ledge : what is it ; is it like what ; of what is it ; where did it

come from and where is it going . Are these not the questions the

caveman asks of any new object in his experience? Are not the great

practical problems of life approached through the questions? What

of religion - super/mundane?

	

- - the question there is what does

it mean - - this is unscientific? - - and it will be noted that my

four categories of learning do not ask this? They ask only questions

that can profitably be answered in the tradition of material ( i . e .

scientificable) life .

Should materials be analyzed to show these general modes

of thought?_ children's conversation
- open-ended poll interviews, etc .



Cn analogies as e . g . nations w/ individuals, institutions w/

organisms, etc . In what does the truth of an analogy lie? We know

that traditional logic holds analogy not to be truth . Yet we also

know how directly and forcefully compelling an analogy can be . Does

this come from the mathematical reasoning A is to B as C is to D

A istoB

	

as Cis toD, when x=y? This is mathematical in the
x

	

y

sense that math operates with empirical objects . But perhaps the

empirical objects themselves are only created by the mind. I . e

this type of analogy is really idealism : it is therefore attacked

as untrue on the suppositions and logic of empirical math . But qua

idealism, it may have its own kind of truth . That is, it may be

true to its mind in that the only way one knows, the "real" objects

is by giving it analogical dimensions and then mathematizing about

them - all mental operations but the only way of knowing such "truths"

about reality . In brief, then, we cannot Correctly hold such reason-

ing to be illogical - since the whole operation is mental, not

mental-empirical, and=- cannot be invalidated by the tests of

empirical analogy. The resemblance is deceiving - - a distinct

type of operation is accomplished, the results of which demand other

tests of knowledge - - pragmatic, perhaps, or purely empathic-ideational .



In physics the laws have operational definitions that are often`--~

1) I simple or 2) based up agreed and standardized referrents . Take

e . g . the time dimension in experiments : "Wait one hour, then . . ."

or "per second/per second," or an "iron rod" or a "metal ." The

operated clauses hold very still for the definition to be understood,

transferred, viewed by the multitude . But in social science, the

clauses of the operational definition have their own troubles

independently of their relation to the subject being defined . The

vote is a hoicea in selectio of a public officer . The circled

terms are not easy for everyone to comprehend, or define ; "by whom is

it cast," "how cast", what are the necessary conditions for a "choice,"

or for a "public officer"? And this is a very simple case, involving

no great law of social science as the Newtonian physical laws served

basic physics .
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